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Collected here are three hundred twenty short poems by Rabindranath Tagore. They were written in Bengali before being translated into English by Tagore. These poems are beautiful.

Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of poetry titles or buy the entire Delphi Poets Series.


The Post Office The Novels The Home and the World The Wreck The Short Stories The Hungry Stones and Other Stories Mashi and Other Stories Stories from Tagore

ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres

Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to see our wide range of poet titles

CONTENTS: The Life and Poetry of Rabindranath

original texts * Excellent formatting of the poems * Rare translations by the poet himself, often missed out of other collections * Special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for

with images relating to Tagore's life and works * Concise introduction to Tagore's life and poetry * Images of how the poetry books were first printed, giving your eReader a taste of the

Bengali literature, freeing it from traditional models based on classical Sanskrit. Highly influential in introducing Indian culture to the West, Tagore is generally regarded as the outstanding

The Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore

India's Rabindranath Tagore was the first Asian Nobel Laureate and possibly the most prolific and diverse serious writer ever known. The largest single volume of his work available in

Selected Letters of Rabindranath Tagore

Rabindranath Tagore

wide range of Tagore's thought. His idea of spirituality, his reflections on the significance of death, his educational innovations and his relationship to his great contemporary, Gandhi, are

Rabindranath's poetry as well as his essays, and against the background theme of his deep sensitivity to the holistic character of human life and the natural world, Sen Gupta explores the

of its most profound and influential thinkers. Kalyan Sen Gupta's book is the first comprehensive introduction to Tagore's philosophical, socio-political and religious thinking. Drawing on

supreme Romantic poet, and in these stories he can be seen reaching beyond mere documentary realism towards his own profoundly original vision.

vivid images of Bengali life and landscapes in their depiction of peasantry and gentry, casteism, corrupt officialdom and dehumanizing poverty. Yet Tagore is first and foremost India's

Poet, novelist, painter and musician, Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) is the grand master of Bengali culture. Written during the 1890s, the stories in this selection brilliantly recreate

Students, Scholars And General Readers.

Essays Included In This Volume Offer Illuminating Insights Into Various Facets Of Tagore S Literary Works, Mind And Personality. It Will Be Found Enjoyable As Well As Useful By

Now Reckoned As An Increasingly Significant And Complex Personality. Whether Seen As A Great Sentinel Or A Complete Man, The Finest Exponent Of The Bengal Renaissance Or The

The Universal Man Shining In The Glory Of Creation And Joie De Vivre.Tagore S Unfailing Faith In Man And Divinity, His Concern For Women And Solicitation For Children, His Sympathy

Substance Of Life Which He Always Saw Steady And Saw It Whole. His Life Was Marked As Much By Shakespearean Fecundity As By Protean Plasticity. His Inclusive Mind Aspired After

Reformer, An Educationist And A Humanist. In His Philosophy Of Life The Best Of The East And That Of The West Are Reconciled Into A Harmonious Whole Enriching The Quality And

Of Royal Grandeur Like His Grandfather, A Prince, And An Ascetic Like His Father, A Maharshi. He Was Both A Poet And A Painter, A Dramatist And An Actor, A Philosopher And A Social

Also A Pioneer In Cooperative Movement, A Writer Of Most Profound Poems And An Author Of Children S Text-Books Including Books Of Science, A Nationalist And Internationalist, A Man

Organizational Activities. Whatever He Touched Turned Into Gold. Touching The Kindred Points Of Heaven And Earth He Was Both A Man Of Action And Of Contemplation, A Seer And

A selection of some 350 letters spanning Nobel prize-winning writer Rabindranath Tagore's entire life - the first to be available to English readers.
The Cambridge Companion to Rabindranath Tagore

Rabindranath Tagore was not only the foremost poet and playwright of modern India, but one of the most important figures in world literature. His works have been translated into more than 20 languages and have been translated to all the continents of the globe. The Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore

After India's independence in 1947, Tagore strove to create a less divided society through mutual respect and understanding, following the example of his great contemporary and close friend, Mahatma Gandhi. Tagore's treatment of caste culture, bureaucracy and poverty paint a vivid portrait of nineteenth century India and all are interwoven with Tagore's perceptive eye for detail, strong sense of social responsibility and a profound love of humanity.

Tagore's collected works include The Post Office, Stray Birds, Gora and Gitanjali. A distinguished author, Rabindranath Tagore is one of the most translated poets in the world. Stories from Tagore is a collection of short stories and is an introduction to a writer who was simultaneously a poet, philosopher, and reformer. His influence on world literature is profound, and his works continue to captivate readers around the globe. The award-winning The Cambridge Companion to Rabindranath Tagore is an invaluable introduction to his work and ideas.

The post office is a first-hand account of the British Raj's ruling over Bengal. It is a book that portrays the sufferings of the poor and the corruption and inefficiency of the British government. It was written in English and was published in 1901. The book was very influential and was read by many people around the world.

The Nobel Prize winner, Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) was one of the most important figures in world literature. His works have been translated into more than 20 languages and have been translated to all the continents of the globe. Tagore's influence on world literature is profound, and his works continue to captivate readers around the globe.
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The centre of the quest for knowledge. Eschewing the artificial distinctions between elementary and higher learning, he advocated the importance of sowing the seed of humanism as early

simply in watching a grandchild play.

unchanging harmonies. Poems such as “Earth” and “In the Eyes of a Peacock” present a picture of natural processes unaffected by human concerns, while others, as in “Recovery14,”

The poems of Rabindranath Tagore are among the most haunting and tender in Indian and world literature, expressing a profound and passionate human yearning. His ceaselessly

Anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore, organised by the Ministry of Culture, Government of India. Since the whirlwind, 10-city international show that the poet-painter had undertaken in

Presents a selection of poetry based on the four volumes of poems completed by the Nobel Laureate during the final year of his life, during which he was suffering from the painful illness

Gora (1910) is Tagore's fifth novel and is generally considered his masterpiece. With its epic dimensions and the broad canvas of the social, cultural, religious and political life of the

was not even mentioned in The History of Bengali Language and Literature by Dinesh Chandra Sen, which was Published by the University of Calcutta in 1912. The author examines how

Selected Poems

autobiographical accounts and literary works, some translated for the first time, to explore Tagore's chief dilemmas. He reveals how despite Tagore's apparently contradictory ideas on

Sabyasachi Bhattacharya sketches a compelling portrait of a Tagore who was innately sceptical, self-critical and tormented by conflicts in his 'inner life'. He draws on letters,

times, he built on the heritage of nineteenth-century Indian renaissance to become one of the makers of the modern Indian mind. In this first-of-its-kind intellectual biography, historian

The English Writings of Rabindranath Tagore: A miscellany

though less prominently with the poet and the writer within him. Its primary focus is the issues that concerned Rabindranath all his life and featured regularly in his writings, such as

Brief Biography of Rabindranath

in the field of education and rural reconstruction. He loved the people of his country and strove for the rights of the rural poor to dignity and social justice. A pioneer in the field of

Nobel Prize laureate Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) is known to us today primarily as a poet and litterateur. Not many people, though, are aware of the vital significance of his efforts

In interpreting the philosophy and message of Rabindranath Tagore, the book interprets the Indian ideal of philosophy, religion, and art, of which his work is the outcome and expression. It

Philosophical and Religious Writings

the Hindu mystic poet was influenced by the great fictional epics Ramayana and Mahabharata and other ancient Hindu religious books, especially Upanishads. He also explores how

Christian and Islamic literature and culture influenced the poets writings. Discover the untold story of how Tagores connections with influential Jews of England, other European countries,
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the Hindu mystic poet was influenced by the great fictional epics Ramayana and Mahabharata and other ancient Hindu religious books, especially Upanishads. He also explores how

Christian and Islamic literature and culture influenced the poets writings. Discover the untold story of how Tagores connections with influential Jews of England, other European countries,
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Concise yet thorough, this volume on one of the most original thinkers of the last century covers every aspect of Tagore's highly original educational philosophy.
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